
3D# hydrodynamical#
simula1ons#of#stellar#
photosphere

F!". 3.1 – Setup box-in-a-star (à gauche) et star-in-a-box (à droite) des simulations 3D.

rayon perpendiculaire à une face du cube, et/ou le long des plusieurs rayons inclinés (par exemple 4
angles en azimut et 4 en déclinaison). O#$!%3D est écrit en Fortran 90 avec quelques routines en Fortran
77. Il est optimisé pour être rapide également avec les simulations à haute résolution, et il peut être
facilement parallèlisé sur sur une grappe d’ordinateurs. O#$!%3D est déjà installé et optimisé pour tourner
sur le Mesocentre1 de Nice dans le cadre des mes collaborations avec L. Bigot.

3.3 Simulations 3D des supergéantes rouges avec CO5BOLD
Je présente (Chiavassa, Freytag, Masseron, Plez A&A, 535, id.A22) la nouvelle génération de simula-

tions des supergéantes rouges. Je décris en détail les caractéristiques principales du code CO5BOLD : de
la construction des modèles jusqu’à leurs exploitations. J’ai calculé plusieurs simulations grises avec des
paramètres stellaires di!érents et avec une résolution numérique doublée, ainsi qu’un modèle non-gris.
Ce dernier met en œuvre un traitement du transfert radiatif au moyen d’opacités non-grises divisées en
5 groupes pour décrire la dépendance du champ radiatif en fonction de la longueur d’onde. Le nombre
limité des groupes est lié au temps de calcul, qui augmente à peu près linéairement avec ce nombre. La
figure 3.2 montre que les fluctuations en température sont plus petites dans le cas non-gris car l’échange
de chaleur entre une parcelle de fluide et ses environs est plus intense et que le gradient thermique dans
le modèle non-gris est significativement plus intense. Ce dernier augmente le contraste entre les raies
spectrales fortes et faibles : cet e!et est remarquable dans les bandes de TiO dans le visible (panneau
de droite dans la Fig. 3.2) qui sont très sensibles aux inhomogénéités de température dans les couches
externes de l’atmosphère. Les transitions électroniques du TiO sont cruciales dans les spectres des étoiles
évoluées car, dans la mesure où elles peuvent être très marquées dans le visible, elles sont un critère pour
déterminer les paramètres stellaires des supergéantes rouges.
Cette nouvelle génération de simulations non-grises permettra d’extraire les premières abondances
3D des supergéantes rouges et de mieux déterminer ses paramètres stellaires.

1http ://crimson.oca.eu/
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of 0.5 above that8. We decided to apply the same parameters Te!
and log g for all metallicities, in order to facilitate the interpo-
lation of (averaged) models within a regular grid in stellar pa-
rameters. In addition, the grid also includes the Sun with its
non-solar metallicity analogs, and four additional standard stars,
namely HD 84937, HD 140283, HD 122563 and G 64-12 that are
presented in Bergemann et al. (2012). For metal-poor chemical
compositions with [Fe/H] ! "1.0 we applied an !-enhancement
of [!/Fe] = +0.4 dex, in order to account for the enrichment by
core-collapse supernovae (Ruchti et al. 2010).

In Fig. 1, we present an overview of our simulations in
stellar parameter space. Therein, we also show evolutionary
tracks (Weiss & Schlattl 2008) for stars with masses from 0.7
to 1.5 M# and solar metallicity, in order to justify our choice of
targeted stellar parameters. Hence, the grid covers the evolution-
ary phases from the main-sequence (MS) over the turno! (TO)
up to the red-giant branch (RGB) for low-mass stars. In addi-
tion, the RGB part of the diagram in practice also covers stars
with higher masses, since these are characterized by similar stel-
lar atmospheric parameters.

2.3. Scaling and relaxing 3D models

Generating large numbers of 1D atmosphere models is relatively
cheap in terms of computational costs, but the same is not true
for 3D models. Based on our experiences from previous simu-
lations of individual stars, we designed a standard work-flow of
procedures for generating our grid. More specifically, we devel-
oped a large set of IDL-tools incorporating the various neces-
sary steps for generating new 3D models, which we then applied
equally to all simulations. The steps are:

– Scale the starting model from an existing, relaxed 3D sim-
ulation, and perform an initial run with six opacity bins, so
that the model can adjust to the new stellar parameters.

– Check the temporal variation of Te! and estimate the number
of convective cells. If necessary, adjust the horizontal sizes,
in order to ensure that the simulation box is large enough to
enclose at least ten granules.

– If the optical surface has shifted upwards during the re-
laxation, add new layers at the top of it to ensure that!
log "Ross

"
top < "6.0.

– Determine the period #0 of the radial p-mode with the
largest amplitude, then damp these modes with an artificial
exponential-friction term with period #0 in the momentum
equation (Eq. (2)).

– Let the natural oscillation mode of the simulation emerge
again by decreasing the damping stepwise before switching
it o! completely.

– Re-compute the opacity tables with 12 bins for the relaxed
simulation.

– Evolve the simulations for at least $7 periods of the fun-
damental p-mode, roughly corresponding to $2 convec-
tive turnover times, typically, a few thousand time-steps, of
which 100–150 snapshots equally spaced were stored and
used for analysis.

During these steps the main quantities of interest are the time
evolution of e!ective temperature, p-mode oscillations, and
drifts in the values of the mean energy per unit mass and of the
mean density at the bottom boundary, which indicate the level

8 We use the bracket notation [X/H] = log (NX/NH)$ " log (NX/NH)#
as a measure of the relative stellar to solar abundance of element X with
respect to hydrogen.

Fig. 1. Kiel diagram (Te!" log g diagram) showing the targeted
S!"##$%-grid parameters for the 217 models, comprising seven dif-
ferent metallicities (colored circles). Four additional standard stars (see
text) are also indicated (squares). In the background, the evolutionary
tracks for stellar masses from 0.7 to 1.5 M# and for solar metallicity are
shown (thin grey lines).

of relaxation. When the drifts in these above properties stop, we
regard the simulation as relaxed. If these conditions were not
fulfilled, we continued running the model, to give the simulation
more time to properly adjust towards its new quasi-stationary
equilibrium state. Also, when the resulting e!ective temperature
of an otherwise relaxed simulation deviated more than 100 K
from the targeted Te!, we re-scaled the simulation to the targeted
value of Te! and started over from the top of our list of relaxation
steps.

The interplay between EOS, opacities, radiative transfer and
convection can shift the new location of the photosphere, when
the initial guess made by our scaling procedure slightly misses
it. This is the case for a few red giant models leading to upwards-
shifts of the optical surface and of the entire upper atmosphere
during the adjustment phase after the scaling, with the average
Rosseland optical depth ending up to be larger than required, i.e.!
log "Ross

"
top % "6.0. In order to rectify this, we extended those

simulations at the top by adding extra layers on the top, until the
top layers fulfilled our requirements of

!
log "Ross

"
top < "6.0.

2.3.1. Scaling the initial models

To start a new simulation, we scale an existing one with parame-
ters close to the targeted ones, preferably proceeding along lines
of constant entropy of the inflowing gas at the bottom in stellar
parameter space (see Fig. 6). In this way, we find that the relax-
ation process is much faster. In order to generate an initial model
for a set of targeted parameters, we scale temperature, density,
and pressure with depth-dependent scaling ratios derived from
two 1D models, with parameters corresponding to the current
and intended 3D model (Ludwig et al. 2009a). For this, we used
specifically computed 1D envelope models (MARCS or our own
1D models, see Sect. 3.3.1), which extend to log "Ross > 4.0. The
reference depth-scale for all models in the scaling process is the
Rosseland optical depth above the photosphere and gas pressure
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Fig. 1. Top row: Representative synthetic solar-disk image computed at [7620-7640] Å (Table 3) of the 3D RHD simulations of Table 1. The
intensity range is [0.0–2.86]! 106 erg cm"2 s"1 Å"1 for the Sun and [0.0–1.82] ! 106 erg cm"2 s"1 Å"1 for the Dwarf star. We generated 80 di!erent
synthetic solar-disk images to account for a granulation time-series of 800 minutes (13.3 hours). Bottom row: Enlargements of the above images.

Table 2. Prototypes of planets chosen to represent the planet transits.

Name Jupiter Jupiter Equilibrium Bond semi-axis !(a) Transit duration Real
Mass Radius Temeprature [K] Albedo [AU] [#] [hours] hosting star

Te![K]/log g

Kepler-11 f(b) 0.006 0.222 400 0.15(e) 0.2504 90 $7 5663/4.37
HD 149026 b(c) 0.360 0.654 1540 0.30 0.0431 90 $2 6160/4.28
CoRoT-14 b(d) 7.570 1.090 1952 0.15(e) 0.0269 90 $3 6040/4.45

(a) Note that the inclination orbit (!) has been arbitrary chosen to be equal to 90# to have a planet crossing at the center of the star.
(b) Lissauer et al. (2011)
(c) Sato et al. (2005)
(d) Tingley et al. (2011)
(d) We chose a typical value of 0.15 for hydrogen dominated planet atmosphere.

3. Granulation and planetary transit

3.1. Stellar image disks to model the transits

We employed the tiling method explained in Chiavassa et al.
(2010) and used in Chiavassa et al. (2012, 2014, 2015). We used

Optim3D to compute intensity maps (see an indicative image ex-
ample in Fig. 1 of Chiavassa et al. 2012) at di!erent wavelength
integrated bands (see Table 3). We performed the calculations for
30 snapshots of the 3D RHD simulations of Table 1, adequately
spaced apart so as to capture several convective turnovers, and
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(a) Note that the inclination orbit (!) has been arbitrary chosen to be equal to 90# to have a planet crossing at the center of the star.
(b) Lissauer et al. (2011)
(c) Sato et al. (2005)
(d) Tingley et al. (2011)
(d) We chose a typical value of 0.15 for hydrogen dominated planet atmosphere.

3. Granulation and planetary transit

3.1. Stellar image disks to model the transits

We employed the tiling method explained in Chiavassa et al.
(2010) and used in Chiavassa et al. (2012, 2014, 2015). We used

Optim3D to compute intensity maps (see an indicative image ex-
ample in Fig. 1 of Chiavassa et al. 2012) at di!erent wavelength
integrated bands (see Table 3). We performed the calculations for
30 snapshots of the 3D RHD simulations of Table 1, adequately
spaced apart so as to capture several convective turnovers, and
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Fig. 3. Top row: synthetic stellar disk images of the RHD simulation. The intensity range is [0.3–1.0 ! 106], [0.3–5.2 ! 105], and [0.3–0.9 !
105] erg cm"2 s"1 Å"1 for M!"# 500 nm, M!"# 800 nm, and V$%&$ filters, respectively. Bottom row: enlargements of the images above.

Fig. 4. Radially averaged intensity profiles (black line) derived from the synthetic stellar disk images of Fig. 3. The gray areas denote the 1! spatial
fluctuations with respect to the averaged intensity profile. The dashed horizontal line is a uniform disk-intensity profile. The intensity is normalized
to the mean intensity at disk center and the radius is normalized to the radius given in Table 1. The blue dotted-dashed line in the central and
right panels is the average intensity profile of M!"# 500 nm. The red dotted-dashed line in the left panel is the continuum-only average intensity
profile in M!"# 500 nm.

Figure 4 displays a steeper center-to-limb variation for the
optical region, as already visible in the disk images, with
fluctuations of #20% in the M!"# III 500 nm filter down to
#10% and #5% in the M!"# III 800 nm and V$%&$ filters, re-
spectively. We tested the impact of the spectral lines in the M!"#
500 nm filter, for which the e!ects of lines are stronger, comput-
ing a synthetic disk image based only on the continuum opac-
ities. Its average intensity profiles (red line in the left panel of
Fig. 4) is very similar to the one computed for spectral lines
(black line) with di!erences smaller than 1% for r/R" $ 0.9 and
1"5% at the limb (0.9 < r/R" $ 1.0). We also note that the
continuum profile tends to be closer to the uniform disk profile

(dashed line in the figure), as well as the M!"# 800 nm and V$%&$
filters with respect to the intensity profile of the M!"# 500 nm.

To fit the average profile, we used the limb-darkening law
(Chiavassa et al. 2009):

I#(µ)
I#(1)

=

N!

k=0

ak (1 " µ)k . (1)

In this equation, I#(µ) is the intensity, ak are the limb-darkening
coe"cients, and N+1 their number. We performed a Levenberg-
Marquardt least squares minimization to fit all the radially
averaged profiles of Fig. 4 using this law and weighting the fit
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[7620-7640] Å [25000-25250] Å [39000-51000] Å 

[7620-7640] Å [7620-7640] Å [7620-7640] Å 

Fig. 2. Top row: Synthetic solar disk images with transiting planet computed at [7620-7640] Å (left, see Table 3), [25000-25250] Å (center),
[39000-51000] Å (right) for the Sun (Table 1). The prototype planet for the transit is Kepler-11 f (Table 2). Note that, for the sake of clarity,
we assumed transit data measurements every 20 minutes in these plots. However, in the analysis (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5), we simulated transits
measurements every 3 minutes. Bottom row: same as above with solar images computed at [7620-7640] Å and the prototype planet HD 149026 b
(left) and CoRoT-14 b (center). The bottom right panel is the simulated transit of Kepler-11 f in front of a Dwarf star.

[7620-7640] Å

Sun Sun

[25000-25250] Å [39000-51000] Å

Sun

Dwarf

[7620-7640] Å

Dwarf

[25000-25250] Å

Dwarf

[39000-51000] Å

Fig. 3. Granulation fluctuation with respect to time for N = 42 di!erent stellar-disk images of the Sun (top row) and of the Dwarf star (bottom
row) at few representative wavelength bands from Table 3. The number N depends on the duration of the transit of Kepler 11-f (7 hours, Table 2)
and the observed granulation timescale for the Sun is !10 minutes. The intensity profiles are normalized to the intensity at the disk center (R=0.0).
The green line is the temporal <3D> average profile.
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Sun

[7620-7640] Å Kepler-11 f

Sun

[7620-7640] Å HD 149026 b [7620-7640] Å

Sun

Corot-14 b

[7620-7640] Å Kepler-11 f

Dwarf

[7620-7640] Å HD 149026 b

Dwarf Dwarf

[7620-7640] Å Corot-14 b

Fig. 4. Transit light curves (with the green shade denoting highest and lowest values) of 42 di!erent synthetic solar (top row) and Dwarf star
(bottom row) images to account for granulation changes during the transit time length for every planet (Table 2) and considering that the granulation
timescale for the Sun is !10 minutes. The wavelength band shown is [7620-7640] Å (Table 3). Bottom left panel shows also an example of average
light curve profile (dotted line).

depth (Table 5). Also the shape of the transit at ingress/egress
reckons on the area hidden by the planet at the stellar limb: large
planets (Corot-14 b) show an almost symmetric "U-"shaped
transit while small planets (Kepler-11 f) displays more inclined
ingress/egress slope with tendency to a "V-"shape.

Table 5 reports: (i) the maximum depth value of the di!er-
ent transits, and (ii) the root-mean-square (RMS) of the light
curves for values covering the central part of the transit periods.
The RMS is the direct signature of the granulation pattern. It is
present for all the wavelength bands used in this work.
RMS values depends on:

1. the planet size. Bigger planets returns larger fluctuations;
2. the wavelength probed. The optical region is characterized

by larger fluctuations with respect to the infrared wave-
lengths;

3. there is not a clear dependence on the stellar type, the Sun
and the Dwarf star return very similar RMS, at least at the
spectral resolution considered for the calculations;

The granulation RMS found for Kepler-11 f transit (37 and
47 ppm for the Sun and the Dwarf star, respectively) is compat-
ible to the observed photometric variability of the Sun, which
ranges between 10 to 50 ppm (Jenkins 2002; Frohlich et al.
1997). The accuracy of ground-based telescope (Table 6) is in
general larger than the contribution of the granulation fluctua-
tions with the exception TRAPPIST telescope (!300 ppm) that

is close to the RMS values of large size planet, such as CoRoT-14
b and HD 149026 b, in the optical. On the other hand, space-
based telescopes show better performances with precision, in
general, lower than !100 ppm in the optical with CoRoT tele-
scope down 1 ppm. Nevertheless, these values are still compara-
ble to the expected RMS of the granulation even in the case of
terrestrial planet size transits (between [8-50] ppm, with larger
fluctuations in the optical).
Our statistical approach shows that the granulation pattern of so-
lar and dwarf type stars have a not negligible e!ect of the light
curve depth during the transit either for small or large planets.
The photosphere di!ers in local surface brightness because of
the changes in the stellar irradiance, and, as a consequence the
light curve depth varies with time. This intrinsic error can af-
fect eventually the determination of the planetary transit param-
eters down to the planet radius estimation. A possible solution
to reduce this uncertainty is repeating the transit measurements
several times rather than taking a single snapshot. These mea-
surements should be associated to stellar photometric and radial
velocity observations outside the transit periods to fully charac-
terize the granulation fluctuations. For this purpose, it is very
important to have a comprehensive knowledge of the host star to
detect and characterize the orbiting planet, and 3D RHD simula-
tions are very important to reach this aim.
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䕺Low-contrast Pre-Coronagraph (LPC) method   submitted  

¾ LPC provides Synergy Extinction of Dark Hole 
9 when the contrast of the main coronagraph is 

limited by some reason.  
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¾ Experimental setup is under construction. 
z DM1:    12x12 BMC   
z Pre-Coronagraph:    Achromatic Vector Vortex Coronagraph  *, ** 
z DM2:    12x12 BMC 
z Main Coronagraph:    Achromatic Vector Vortex Coronagraph * 

* AVVC = Polarizer + QWP + Concentric HWP + QWP + Analyzer  (Murakami 2013) 
** Low-contrast condition is obtained by rotating the Polarizer  
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